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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we contend tautology management of diversified wireless sensor networks (HWSNs), 

utilizing multipath routing to answer user queries in the presence of unreliable and malevolent nodes. The 

key concept of our tautology management is to exploit the tradeoff between energy consumption vs. the 

gain in trustee worthiness, well timed, and security to maximize the system useful lifetime. We formulate 

the tradeoff as an optimization problem for dynamically determining the best tautology level to apply to 

multipath routing for intrusion e n d u r a n c e  so that the query response success contigency is maximized 

while prolonging the useful lifetime. Furthermore, we consider this optimization problem for the case in 

which a voting-based distributed intrusion detection algorithm is applied to detect and evict malevolent 

nodes in a diversified wireless networks. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Most of the wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are deployed in an unattended environment in which energy 

replenishment is difficult if not impossible. Due to limited resources, a WSN must not only satisfy the 

application specific QoS requirements such as trustworthiness, timeliness and security, but also minimize 

energy consumption to prolong the system useful lifetime. The tradeoff between energy consumption vs. 

trustworthiness gain with the goal to maximize the WSN system lifetime has been well explored in the 

literature. However, no prior work exists to consider the tradeoff in the presence of malevolent attackers. 

It is commonly believed in the research community that clustering is an effective solution for achieving 

scalability, energy conservation, and trustworthiness.  

Multipath routing is considered an effective mechanism for fault and intrusion endurance to improve 

data delivery in WSNs. The basic idea is that the contigency of at least one path reaching the sink 

node or base station increases as we have more paths doing data delivery.  
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2 .  RELATED WORK 

Over the past few years, many protocols exploring the trade- off between energy consumption and QoS 

gain particularly in trustworthiness in HWSNs have been proposed. In [15], the optimal communication 

range and communication mode were derived to maximize the HWSN lifetime. In [16], the authors devised 

intra-cluster scheduling and inter-cluster multi-hop routing schemes to maximize the network lifetime. 

They considered a hierarchal HWSN with CH nodes having larger energy and processing capabilities 

than normal SNs. The solution is formulated as an optimization problem to balance energy 

consumption across all nodes with their roles. In either work cited above, no consideration was given to the 

existence of malevolent nodes. 

Over the past few years, numerous protocols have been proposed to detect intrusion in WSNs. 

[7], [11] provide excellent surveys of the subject. In [10], a decentralized rule- based intrusion detection 

system is proposed by which monitor nodes are responsible for monitoring neighboring nodes. The 

monitor nodes apply predefined rules to collect messages and raise alarms if the number of failures 

exceeds a threshold value. Our host IDS essentially follows this strategy, with the flaws of the host 

IDS characterized by a false positive contigency (Hpf p) and a false negative contigency (Hpf n). One 

approach especially applicable to flat WSNs is for an intermediate node to feedback malevolentness and 

energy status of its neighbor nodes to the sender node (e.g.,  the  source  or  sink  node) who can then 

utilize the knowledge to route packets to avoid nodes with unacceptable malevolentness or energy status 

.Another approach which we adopt in this paper is to use local host-based IDS for ener  gy 

conservation (with SNs monitoring neighbor SNs and CHs monitoring neighbor CHs only), coupled 

with voting to cope with node collusion for implementing IDS functions (as discussed in Section III in 

the paper). 

 

3. SYSTEM MODEL 

A HWSN comprises sensors of different capabilities. We consider two types of sensors: CHs and SNs. 

CHs are superior to SNs in energy and computational resources. 
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Fig. 1: Source and path redundancy for a heterogeneous WSN 
 
 
All sensors are subject to capture attacks, i.e., they are vulnerable to physical capture by the adversary 

after which their code is compromised and they become inside attackers. Due to limited resources, we 

assume that when a node is compromised, it only performs two most energy conserving attacks, 

namely, bad-mouthing attacks (recommending a good node as a bad node and a bad node as a good node) 

Redundancy management of multipath routing for intrusion endurance is achieved through two 

forms of redundancy: (a) source redundancy by which ms SNs sensing a physical phenomenon in the 

same feature zone are used to forward sensing data to their CH (referred to as the source CH); (b) path 

redundancy by which mp paths are used to relay packets from the source CH to the PC through 

intermediate CHs. Fig. 1 shows a scenario with a source redundancy of 3 (ms = 3) and a path 

redundancy of 2 (mp = 2). 

To preserve confidentiality, we assume that the HWSN executes a pair wise key establishment 

protocol in a secure interval after deployment. Each node establishes pair wise keys with its k-hop 

neighbors, where k is large enough to cover a cluster area. Thus, when SNs join a new cluster, the CH 

node will have pair wise keys with the SNs joining its cluster. Since every SN shares a pair wise key with 

its CH, a SN can encrypt data sent to the CH for confidentiality and authentication purposes. Every CH also 

creates a pair wise key with every other CH. 

Symbol Meaning Type 

A Length of each side of a square sensor area (meter) Input 

Nb Size of a data packet (bit) Input 

Eelec Energy dissipation to run the transmitter and receiver circuitry (J/bit) Input 

Eamp Energy used by the transmit amplifier to achieve an acceptable signal to 

noise ratio (J/bit/m2) 

Input 
Eo Initial energy per node (Joule) Input 

Einit Initial energy of the HWSN (Joule) Derived 

Eclustering(t) Energy consumed for executing the clustering algorithm at time t (Joule) Derived 

EIDS(t) Energy consumed for executing the IDS algorithm at time t (Joule) Input 
Eq(t) Energy consumed for executing a query at time t (Joule) Derived 

Rq(t) Contigency that a query reply at time t is delivered successfully by the 

deadline 
Derived 
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R Wireless radio communication range (meter) Input 
Q node hardware failure contigency Input 
Ej Transmission failure contigency of node j Input 
N(t) Number of nodes in the HWSN at time t Input 
sNCH(t) Number of CHs in the HWSN at time t Derived 
NSN(t) Number of SNs in the HWSN at time t Derived 
n(t) Number of neighbor nodes at time t Derived 
ngood(t) Number of good neighbor nodes at time t Derived 
nbad(t) Number of bad neighbor nodes at time t Derived 
Nq Maximum number of queries before energy exhaustion Derived 
Mp Path redundancy level: Number of paths from a source CH to the sink Design 

Ms Source redundancy level: Number of SNs per cluster in response to a 

query 

Design 
F Fraction of neighbor nodes that will forward data Input 

λ(t) Node population density (nodes/meter2) at time t Derived 

Λ Node population density at deployment time Input 
 

4. CONTIGENCY MODEL 

In this section, we develop a contingency model to estimate the MTTF of a HWSN using multipath data 

forwarding to answer queries issued from a mobile user roaming in the HWSN area. Table I provides the 

notation used for symbols and their physical meanings. We use the same notation for both CHs and SNs, 

e.g., Pfp and Pfn. SN. A parameter is labeled as input, derived, design or output. 

The basic idea of our MTTF formulation is that we first deduce the maximum number of queries, 

Nq, the system can possible handle before running into energy exhaustion for the best case in which 

all queries are processed successfully. Because the system evolves dynamically, the amount of energy 

spent per query also varies dynamically. 

A. Network  dynamics:  

Initially, at deployment time all nodes (CHs or SNs) are good nodes. Then, the contingency that a SN 

is compromised at time t, given that it was a good node at time t − TIDS , denoted by Pc, is given 

by: 

Pc=1-P{X>t|X>t-Trds}

We note that Pc is time dependent. For the special case in which the capture time is exponential   

distributed with rate ëc, Pc = 1 − e−ëc ×TIDS . At the ith IDS execution time (denoted by tI,i), a good 

node may have been compromised with contigency Pc since the previous IDS execution time (tI,i−1). 

Let ngood (t) and nbad (t) denote the numbers of good and bad neighbor nodes at time t, 

respectively, with ngood (t) + nbad (t) = n (t). Then, the population of good and bad neighbor 

nodes at time tI,i just prior to IDS execution can be recursively estimated from the population of 

good and bad neighbor nodes at time tI,i−1 as follows: 

ngood (tI,i) =  ngood (tI,i−1) − ngood (tI,i−1) × Pc nbad (tI,i) =nbad(tI,i−1) + 
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c,P C CP  

ngood(tI,i−1)×Pc-(4)

 B. Query success contingency: 

The first source of failure, transmission speed violation, accounts for query deadline violation.  To know 

the failure contingency due to transmission speed violation, we first derive the minimum hop-by-hop 

transmission speed required to satisfy the query deadline Treq. Let dSN −CH be  expected distance 

between a SN and its CH and d CH-PC be the expected distance between the source CH and the PC.  

 Sreq  is given by: 

dSN−CH + dCH−PC 

Treq

we can estimate the average numbers of hops to forward data from a SN to the source CH, denoted by 

Nh
SC and the average numbers of hops to forward data from the source CH to the For redundancy 

management we create mp paths between source ch and PC and Path redundancy. 

5. ALGORITHM FOR DYNAMIC  REDUNDANCY 

CH Execution: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                            

Fig. 2: CH execution for dynamic redundancy management. 
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  SN Execution: 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

Fig. 3: SN execution for dynamic redundancy management 

Our algorithm for dynamic redundancy management of multipath routing is distributed in nature. Figs. 2 

and 3 describe the CH and SN execution protocols, respectively, for managing multipath routing for 

intrusion endurance to maximize the system lifetime. They specify control actions taken by individual 

SNs and CHs in response to dynamically changing environment All n o d e s  in the system act periodically 

to a “TD timer” event to adjust the optimal parameter setting in response to changing environments. 

This is indicated on line 3 in both Fig. 2 for a CH and Fig. 3 for a SN.  

 This query arrival event and the action taken are specified on lines 7-8 in Fig.2. When a 

data packet arrival event occurs, each node simply follows the prescribed multipath routing protocol to 

route the packet (lines 15–16 in Fig. 2 and lines 13–14 in Fig. 3). Finally each node periodically 

performs clustering as prescribed by the cluster algorithm, i.e., when a  Tclustering timer event occurs, 

each node executes clustering (lines 9–10 in Fig. 2 and lines 7–8 in Fig. 3) 

 

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Table II lists the set of input parameter values characterizing a clustered HWSN. Our ex- ample 

HWSN consists of 3000 SN nodes and 100 CH nodes, deployed in a square area of A2 (200m × 

200m). Nodes are distributed in the area following a Poisson process with density λSN = 30 nodes/ 

(20 × 20 m2) and λCH = 1 node/(20 × 20 m2) at deployment time. The radio ranges rSN and rCH are 

dynamically adjusted between 5m to 25m and 25m to 120m respectively to maintain network 

connectivity.  The energy dissipation Eelec to run the transmitter and receiver circuitry is 50 nJ/bit.  

Fig. 4 shows a high level description of the computational procedure to determine the optimal 

redundancy level (mp, ms) for maximizing MTTF. The accumulation of queries is shown on line 13. 

The value of Nq is computed on line 32. Lines 7 and 8 contain the conditions. 
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Fig. 4: Computational procedure to determine optimal (mp , ms ) for maximizing MTTF 

 

 
Fig.5: Effect of (mp, ms) on energy of CHs and SNs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.effect of (mp, ms) on radio range of CHs and SNs 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we performed a tradeoff analysis of energy consumption vs. QoS gain in 

trustworthiness, timeliness, and security for redundancy management of clustered heterogeneous wireless 

sensor networks utilizing multipath routing to answer user queries. We developed a novel contingency 

model to analyze the best redundancy level in terms of path redundancy (mp) and source redundancy 

(ms), as well as the best intrusion detection settings in terms of the number of voters (m) and the 

intrusion invocation interval (TIDS) under which the lifetime of a heterogeneous wireless sensor network 
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is maximized while satisfying the trustworthiness, timeliness and security in the presence of unreliable 

wireless communication and malevolent nodes. 

Here we are exploring more extensive malevolent attacks in addition to packet dropping and bad 

mouthing attacks, each with different implications to energy, security and trustworthiness, and investigate 

intrusion detection and multipath routing based endurance protocols to react to these attacks.  
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